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Abstract
The main aim of this research is to explore how widespread social practices pertaining to a deep-seated ‘native speakerism’ relate to English language education at
Japanese universities. This article reports the findings of a content analysis of
Japanese university prospectuses in Japan. Its most salient findings are (1) an implicit common understanding exists in Japan of what the term ‘“native speaking”
teachers’ means ; (2) university prospectuses aim to attract readers by offering
‘English conversation’ and related skills classes with ‘native’ teachers, and (3) the
use of the term ‘native teachers’ and its equivalents is made in contrast to and distinction from the term ‘Japanese teachers’. This paper recommends that, in order to
foster an appropriate perspective of languages, people, and the world, the purposes
of learning English should be reviewed and the credentials of teachers required to
achieve these purposes should be clearly defined. Teachers must be recruited based
on an appropriate educational philosophy grounded in these criteria, rather than on
whether they are ‘native’ speakers.
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Introduction
Heavy Reliance on ‘Native English Speakers’
In reforming English language education (ELE) in Japan, appointing neitibu





 or ‘native speakers’, is often considered a panacea. One example of

such reliance on ‘native speakers’ can be seen in the 2013 policy of the
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Japan
(MEXT): ‘An Execution Plan for English Education Reform to Respond to
Globalization’. To realize a new approach to ELE, this reform programme proposes increasing the number of Assistant Language Teachers (ALTs) from
English-speaking countries allocated to schools nationwide (Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, 2013).
Another MEXT policy, the 2003 ‘Action Plan to Cultivate “Japanese with
English Abilities”’, also gives the increase in ‘native speakers of English’ as a
strategy for cultivating English-speaking Japanese people, based on the rationale that ‘a native speaker of English provides a valuable opportunity for students to learn living English and familiarize themselves with foreign languages
and cultures. . . . [T]he use of a native speaker of English has great meaning’
(MEXT, 2003).
Heavy reliance on ‘native speakers’ can also be seen in the Japan Exchange
and Teaching programme ( JET Programme). Launched in 1987 by several
government bodies, including MEXT, it aims to promote ‘internationalization
and mutual understanding between Japan and other countries by enriching foreign language education and international exchange at the local level’ (The
Council of Local Authorities for International Relations, 2015, p. 2). According
to JET’s website, over 90 percent of JET participants are employed as ALTs,
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and most are from English-speaking countries. The programme started with
848 participants from the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, or
New Zealand and participants from Canada and Ireland joined in the second
year. In 2017, over 90 percent of the total participants (4,312 of 4,712) were
from these six countries, indicating that the programme’s main aim was / is to
employ young college graduates as ALTs of English.
Despite numerous scholars raising concerns about the programme and voicing doubts over its effectiveness (e.g. Yamada, 2003 ; Torikai, 2006 ; Galloway,
2009), the ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) announced its plan to double the number of teachers1) hired for the JET Programme : ‘[t]he LDP views
the use of native English speakers as vital to improving English-speaking ability at a time when it is moving toward making a passing score on the Test of
English as a Foreign Language mandatory for entering and graduating from
college’ (Mie, 2013).






(Internationalization)
In tertiary education, steadily increasing numbers of departments or schools
relating to ‘international’ studies have been established since Ritsumeikan
University (Kyoto) opened its college of international relations in 1988
(Yomiuri Shimbun, 2016). Kubota (1998) identifies the kokusaika (internationalization) discourse as key to understanding some aspects of Japanese society and culture, especially foreign language education policy and practices at
Japanese schools. She traces this ideology’s emergence back to the 1980s,
when the Japanese felt a pressing need for internationalization. This coincided
with a shift in English-learning approaches away from reading literature, which
was perceived as unhelpful for practical language skills. Since then, the slogan
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kokusaika has become ubiquitous in Japanese business, education, and government policies. This trend is concurrent with the establishment of new university departments designating Kokusaigaku (International Studies) in their
titles that incorporate English language programmes and classes.
Another often-used word regarding ELE in recent Japan is 







(globalization). Faced with increasing globalization (although it is only discussed at a surface level), many people consider English-language acquisition
to be essential. According to the abovementioned article by Yomiuri Shimbun,







 is one reason for the popularity of such faculties : ‘because of
globalization, foreign language abilities and experience in foreign countries will
be needed, and the study abroad programme and careful support and instruction before and after the programme may become a hit with applicants’ (2016,
author’s translation).

Research Questions
ELE at the tertiary level is undoubtedly influenced by popular belief in the necessity of learning English to manage ‘globalization’ or ‘internationalization’,
with a preference for ‘native speakers’ from English-speaking countries. ELE
is particularly susceptible to popular opinions, partly because most Japanese
believe (or are directed to believe) that learning English allows for a better
life, both socially and economically, in this globalized era. One common false
assumption is that ‘native speakers’ of the target language will be the most
suitable teachers. Phillipson (1992, pp. 193
9) termed this ‘the native
speaker fallacy’, and many people think that what is lacking in ELE in Japan is
the opportunity to have conversations with ‘native speakers’. This paper’s
main research question is as follows :
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How do Japanese universities portray themselves through using ‘native
English speakers’ in advertisements for their English language education
programmes ?

My attention will focus on the use of terms that mean ‘native speakers’, as in
the following research (sub)questions :

1. How many universities’ prospectuses use terms indicating ‘native English
speakers’ in describing their English language education ?
2. What characteristics are attributed by Japan’s universities to the words indicating that ‘native speakers’ are core components of their English language education programmes ?

To answer these questions, I will explore and analyse descriptions of ELE in
university prospectuses. In the pages targeting prospective students and their
guardians, many universities use similar logic and phrases. Analysing the text
content will reveal beliefs, both conscious and unconscious, that are prevalent
in Japanese society.

Literature Review
Definition of ‘Native Speakers’
Discussions of ‘native speakers’ or ‘native speakerism’ seem to assume the
existence of an identifiable group who could be labelled ‘native speakers’; yet
the concept is ambiguous. Paikeday (1985) was ‘the first attempt to put
“(non-)nativism” onto the centre stage of linguistic inquiry by challenging
current undisputed assumptions on the matter’ (Moussu & Llurda, 2008, p.
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315). Paikeday thoroughly discussed this basic concept of linguistics, concluding that ‘native speaker’ in the linguist’s sense of an arbiter of the grammaticality and acceptability of language is ‘quite dead’ (x). Medgyes (1994) also
scrutinizes ‘whether the native / non-native division is indeed no more than a
myth’ (16). Considering the characteristics of the present status of English,
its diverse characteristics, and sociolects within one variety of English, he concludes that all the oft-quoted definitions are ‘fuzzy’, ‘inconsistent’, ‘subtle’, and
‘ambiguous’ (10
11). As shown here, many scholars have questioned the definition of ‘native speaker’. Throughout this paper, the terms ‘native (speaker)’
and ‘non-native (speaker)’ will be written with inverted commas, following
Holliday’s (2013, pp. 1920) assertion that the categories are ‘constructed by
ideologies and discourse . . . and they are always “so-called”’.
Despite such doubts about the term, ‘native speaker’ has been used as if the
group to which it refers is self-evident. Through a recent questionnaire-based
study, Oda (2012, p. 96) found that ‘native speaker’ is interpreted by many
Japanese university students to mean people who use English as their mother
tongue. He also notes that the Japanese loanword neitibu almost always means
‘Caucasian’ for Japanese learners of English. In Japan, where ‘a high proportion of the population are eager for tuition from English speakers’ (Braine,
2010, p. 12), few question the definition of ‘native speaker’ or its equivalent
neitibu, and lay people and ELT professionals alike use the term unthinkingly
or even habitually.

Studies that Triggered Awareness of ‘Native Speakerism’ in English
Language Teaching
Until the late 1980s, the role of the ‘native speaker’ was centralized in English
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language teaching (ELT) and applied linguistics under the Chomskian paradigm (Mahboob, 2005), which retains some influence today. However, as
English enjoyed ‘momentum of growth’ (Crystal, 2003, p. x), and with ‘the
present international status of English’ (Kachru, 1992, p. 355), discussion
commenced on the ownership of English and the role of ‘native speakers’
(Widdowson, 1994). Many scholars have challenged the mythologized role of
‘native speakers’ in ELT and applied linguistics. For example, Kachru, proposing teaching ‘World Englishes’, clearly undermines the role of ‘native
speakers’ in the global spread and teaching of English. He declares false the
shared belief

that the native speakers of English as teachers, academic administrators,
and material developers provide a serious input in the global teaching of
English, in policy formation, and in determining the channels for the
spread of the language. (Kachru, 1992, p. 358)

Phillipson (1992) also refutes influential beliefs on the diffusion of English and
ELT. He discusses five tenets, including ‘the ideal teacher of English is a native speaker’ (185), and concludes that this ‘dogma’ can be redesignated as a
fallacy. By discussing the good qualities of a teacher of English, he argues the
idea that ‘the ideal teacher of English is a native speaker is ludicrous’ (195)
and labelled this claim the ‘native speaker fallacy’ (193
9).
In Japan during the 1990s, a scholarly movement highlighted the power of
English and its influence in Japanese society. In 1995, a widely circulated
magazine for English language teachers in Japan titled Gendai Eigo 





[Modern English Teaching] (





1995) was published with feature
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articles on linguistic imperialism in a section headed ‘Rethinking English’, to
which leading scholars contributed.
Nakamura, Oishi, and Tsuda were often introduced as three major controversialists on this issue in this period. They had discussed the linguistic imperialism of the English language (e.g. Oishi, 1990 ; Tsuda, 1990 ; Nakamura,
1994), and subsequently raised issues of Western-centrism, the native fallacy,
and other topics relevant to ELE in Japan. In discussing English linguistic imperialism, they often mention the native fallacy, or ‘native speakerism’, observable in Japan. Arguably, ‘native speakerism’ has become so ubiquitous
that in any current discussion or delivery of ELE, this fallacy is taken for
granted. Recently, when citing inefficiencies in the government’s foreign language education policies, many mention the native fallacy (e.g. Naka, 2006 ;
Kimura, 2016 ; Sugino, 2016 ; Fujiwara, 2017).

Definitions of ‘Native Speakerism’
Against this background, Holliday (2006) offers the following definition of
‘native speakerism’:

[A] pervasive ideology within ELT, characterized by the belief that
‘native-speaker’ teachers represent a ‘Western culture’ from which spring
the ideals both of the English language and of English language teaching
methodology (p. 385, citing Holliday, 2005).

As suggested by Holliday, who maintains that ‘native speakerism damages the
entire ELT profession’ (2015, p. 11), any aspect of the problems or difficulties
in ELE in Japan seems to stem, at least partly, from ‘native speakerism’.
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Considering the ELT labour market and day-to-day experiences of ‘native
speaker’ teachers in Japan, Houghton and Rivers (2013, p. 14) attempt to redefine ‘native speakerism’:

Native speakerism is prejudice, stereotyping and / or discrimination, typically by or against foreign language teachers, on the basis of either being
or not being perceived and categorized as a native speaker of a particular
language, which can form part of a larger complex of interconnected prejudices including ethnocentrism, racism and sexism.

As they highlighted that ‘while “non-native speakers” are certainly victims
of prejudice and discrimination at the pre-employment stage, “native
speakers” are also victims of prejudice and discrimination at the postemployment stage’ (7); their definition seems to capture the recent reality in
Japanese society. Although it is worth investigating and discussing the impact
of ‘native speakerism’ on hiring practices in Japan, it is beyond the scope of
this paper. Here I will discuss ‘native speakerism’ itself, following the definition by Holliday.

‘Native Speakerism’ in ELT
Following the pioneering work of Phillipson (1992) and Medgyes (1994),
more studies have emerged concerning the dichotomy between ‘native
speaker’ and ‘non-native speaker’ teachers and the resulting inequalities in
ELT (Moussu & Llurda, 2008). Many seem to focus on recruitment discourses in TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages),
within which ‘native speakerism’ can be found or inferred (e.g. Canagarajah,
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1999 ; Selvi, 2010). In recruiting advertisements, Ruecker and Ives (2015) revealed that ‘the ideal candidate is overwhelmingly depicted as a young, White,
enthusiastic native speaker of English from a stable list of inner-circle countries’ (733).
Regarding the unequal job opportunities for ‘native speaker’ and ‘non-native
speaker’ teachers, most of the latter being Japanese citizens, studies of the
Japanese situation seem confined to researching English conversation schools.
In the private English language school industry, which has grown rapidly since
the early 1970s, popular courses offer teaching of ‘English conversation’
(eikaiwa). Teacher employment has centred exclusively on ‘white’ teachers,
especially males, with promotions targeting Japanese women with the promise
of ‘[c]areer development, establishment of relationships with white males,
and the potentials for foreign travel and study’ (Bailey, 2006, p. 105).
In public secondary schools, where only Japanese university graduates with
a government-issued teaching certificate can teach, and administration and
curriculum decisions are overwhelmingly taken by Japanese administrators,
many ‘native speakers’ are hired as ALTs. In higher education, particularly at
private universities operating (at least partly) ad libitum, a different demographic structure can be seen. The majority of university ELT staff, both
‘native speaker’ and ‘non-native speaker’ teachers, teach part time, and there
are very few tenure positions available in expectation of a sharp decline in the
college-age population2). With fewer tenured positions, more universities have
reformed ELE curriculum to look more ‘attractive’ by hiring new English language teachers on a fixed-term basis. For these positions, job advertisements
almost always require applicants to be a ‘native speaker’. Consequently,
‘native speaker’ teachers can obtain full-time, though non-tenured, positions
― 10 ―
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relatively easily.

Studies of Attributes Assigned to ‘Native Speakers’
On the treatment of ‘native speakers’ in Japan, Seargeant (2009) discusses the
concept of Japanese ethnocentrism in foreign language learning, analysing
‘how English is positioned in Japan, both as a linguistic system and as a set of
free-floating ideologies’ (xi). He suggests that the English language is seen as
a ‘living artefact belonging to a foreign country’ (56), not as a tool for international communication.
He focuses on commercial language schools because the eikaiwa industry,
worth 670 billion yen when his book was published in 2009, is the most visible
context where ‘the actualities of language learning within Japanese society
clash with current trends and recommendations in contemporary TESOL
theory’ (94). Since commercial organizations seek profit opportunities, they
offer a ‘saleable’ service of ‘real’ communication. In this regard, ‘native
speakers’ are often associated with the idea of communicative practice, pitched
as distinct from the traditional methods of government-run educational institutes or accredited institutions. As Sergeant notes (2009, p. 95, citing Bailey,
2006), the publicity materials of commercial language schools imply that ‘real
practice requires that the interlocutor be a native speaker’.
This phenomenon, which persists today, is not confined to commercial language schools. Rivers (2013) interviewed his teaching colleagues to explore
their experiences of employment in an English teaching institution, officially
positioned as an affiliated research institute of a Japanese university. His findings reveal how ‘native speaker’ teachers are perceived and treated in that
kind of English teaching institution :
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In many ways the EC [English Centre] is a glorified English conversation
school. They are using the fact that there are so many native English
speaking teachers as their core promotional tool. . . . It kind of says ‘look
how many happy foreigners we have here’. (82)

He then describes a sequence of events as ‘the dehumanization of a process
that ultimately reduces them to the role of designer mannequins’ (82). It is
questionable whether the attitude of Japanese society towards ‘native
speakers’ is prejudicial, as the Japanese societal attitude towards ‘native
speakers’ is not always negative. A more accurate perspective is that ‘native
speakers’ are overly relied upon or mythologized in Japan, and ‘native English
speakers’ seem to be perceived as a collective entity, resulting in ‘native
speaker’ teachers being commodified unintentionally and holding an ‘iconic’
position.

Studies of University Prospectuses as Advertisements
This study treats printed university prospectuses distributed to Japanese students as data, considering them to represent social practice. In prospectuses,
universities showcase educational programmes as their ‘products’; therefore,
they constitute ‘advertisements’, which ‘reflect social developments’ and
‘must always appear up to date’ (Williamson, 1978 : p. iv). Advertisements’
role is ‘to attach meanings to products, to create identities for the goods (and
service providers) they promote’ (iv); therefore, the text and images on prospectus pages reflect how universities intend to show their products −
namely, their education − to possible consumers (students, their guardians,
and teachers) and to society.
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To my knowledge, no prior studies of ‘native speakerism’ in Japan have used
published university prospectuses as empirical data. One relatively recent
study of university prospectuses as advertisements, published outside Japan,
is Askehave (2007). Through her genre analysis, she found that international
student prospectuses together constitute a highly promotional form of advertising based on the perception that the marketization of higher education can
be exhibited at the level of discourse in higher education. Askehave herself
found a ‘thought-provoking’ study (724) by Fairclough (1993), which may be
considered a classic of this topic. Fairclough analysed undergraduate prospectuses that ‘are highly selectively representative of the order of discourse of the
contemporary university’ (145). He explained that changes in British society
and in the higher education environment make universities ‘a good example of
processes of marketization and commodification in the public sector more
generally’ (143). To explore and describe a societal phenomenon at a certain
time, data in a particular setting should be collected and analysed ; this is the
main purpose of this study, in which the discourses in prospectuses are regarded as social practices.

Emerging Issues and the Need for Empirical Research
For over two decades, scholars have warned professional groups and Japanese
society of the existence of ‘native speakerism’ and the resulting injustices and
adverse effects on ELE in Japan. Yet little has changed. Instead, Japanese society arguably contributes to intensifying or naturalizing these beliefs. As
Kumaravadivelu (2015) describes, ‘[i]t has become an all-pervading entity
whose tentacles hold a vice-like grip on almost all aspects of English language
learning, teaching and testing around the world’ (viii). The Japanese situation
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is no exception. ‘Native speakerism’ is too common to be noted or brought
into awareness ; ‘[a]ny meaningful attempt to disrupt, and eventually dismantle, the unfair native speaker dominance in ELT must begin with a clear understanding of what native speakerism is and how it operates’ (Kumaravadivelu,
2015 : viii). With the ultimate aim of raising awareness of this ideology among
Japanese people, the analysis of empirical data collected in contemporary
Japanese society is worthwhile. Then, to pursue a fundamental solution to
ELT’s educational and sociological problems in Japan, the ‘native speakerism’
in Japanese educational practices must be discussed.

Research Methods
Methodology
This study involves in-depth research, exploring a real-life setting (a university environment) in contemporary Japan. The analysis focuses on an ideology
that is prevalent but (predominantly) unconsciously influential as a social phenomenon. Empirical data collected from multiple institutions are, therefore,
analysed quantitatively and qualitatively. Content analysis and discourse
analysis are applied, focusing on the use of words that indicate a certain group
of people teaching English. An important contribution of this research is the
analysis of empirical data on the extent to which the ‘native fallacy’ prevails in
and affects ELE at Japanese universities in the 2010s.

Data Sources
Printed prospectuses, the primary source in this research, intertwine many aspects of society. A university’s web pages might be the first contact point for
high school students seeking information. However, with websites, it is
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difficult to track the pages readers view, because links lead to multiple layers
of information. Some educational content may not be read depending on the
informational structure among these layers. With printed prospectuses, we
can assume that the pages are read or at least seen by readers.
Of Japan’s 781 universities (as of 2014), comprising 86 national, 92
prefectural and municipal, and 603 private universities, Tokyo has the most
(138) and Osaka the second most (56). In the National Capital Region (including Tokyo Prefecture, Saitama Prefecture, Kanagawa Prefecture, and
Chiba Prefecture), there are totally 225 universities ; in the seven prefectures
of the Kinki area (Osaka Prefecture, Kyoto Prefecture, Nara Prefecture,
Hyogo Prefecture, Mie Prefecture, Shiga Prefecture, and Wakayama
Prefecture), there are 164 universities. Almost half (389) of the universities
in Japan are in these two areas.
Prospectuses of private universities in the Kinki area were selected for
analysis. The study focuses on the ELE offered in departments dedicated to
foreign language education, with such designations as ‘international studies’,
‘English language’, and their equivalents. Across the four Kinki-area prefectures (Osaka, Kyoto, Nara, and Hyogo), 41 private universities have 55 faculties or schools whose main aim is to offer ELE. As some faculties and schools
have multiple departments, the sample includes 63 departments in total.

Data Collection and Coding Procedure
Of Japan’s 781 universities, 41 private universities in the Kinki area were selected. Three were unavailable because they were out of stock. All the 38 examined universities have one or more departments with the designation ‘international studies’, ‘foreign studies’, or an equivalent. The selected prospec― 15 ―
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tuses, including their accompanying leaflets, contained a total of 4,609 pages.
Each page delineating the features of the relevant department and its
programmes was cut out, and . pdf files were created for each department.
In some instances, multiple .pdf files were created. For example, one university has a division conducting foreign language research and providing foreign language education to students of two other departments ; three .pdf files,
one in the name of this university and the other two in the name of this university and each respective department, were created. Other universities offer
English education as a mandatory or elective component, with the same
programmes available regardless of each student’s school or faculty.
Explanations of ELE are often given in the general education programmes information. In such cases, I created one .pdf for each department and another
.pdf for the university.
In total, 73 .pdf files were created and stored as nodes in NVivo, a qualitative
data analysis support software, and the contents of all 826 A4 pages were studied. During this process, three files were deleted from the dataset as the focus
of their educational objectives was found not to include ELE. Therefore, a
total of 70 .pdf files of university prospectuses (covering 60 departments in 52
faculties of 38 universities) were used for further analyses.
The first coding procedure was performed by reading every page of each
.pdf file. When one part (a word, words, a phrase, phrases, a sentence, sentences, a paragraph, paragraphs, an image, or images) of a prospectus seemed
relevant to ELE, it was selected and coded as either ‘description of English
language education’ or ‘terms used to indicate “foreign teachers”’. Detailed
coding criteria for these nodes are shown in Appendix 1.
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Ethical Considerations
Because my research is based on publicly available documents, many of the
typical human research ethical issues (confidentiality, coercion, etc.) are not
a concern. However, as programmes are critically analysed, my findings may
influence people based in these establishments. This study’s purpose is not to
attack any individual or institution but, rather, to explore social phenomena
while assuring anonymity and applying the ethics of respect for the person
(British Educational Research Association, 2011). Another potential issue is
references to or comments on the race, ethnicity, nationality, or gender of the
people being discussed. The study’s main theme may necessitate discussing
inequalities based on these factors. However, the ultimate aim of this project
is resolving these inequalities in ELE. By explaining the purpose of this paper
here (and wherever necessary) clearly and sufficiently, the author aims to ensure that the four responsibilities outlined by the British Educational Research
Association (BERA) (2011) − ‘to participants’, ‘to sponsors of research’, ‘to
the community of educational researchers’, and ‘to educational professionals,
policy makers and the general public’ − are respected.

Results
Content Analysis Results
To answer the first research sub-question, terms used to indicate ‘foreign
teachers’ in prospectus pages were coded as explained above, and their frequency was counted.
Appendix 2 lists the terms referring to a certain group of people. Of the 38
universities, 34 were found to use terms at least once that indicate ‘native
English speakers’. In total, 175 cases were found. Most include the expres― 17 ―
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Table 1. University prospectus terms referring to a certain group within the
teaching staff
Romanized Japanese words

Literal translation into English

Frequency

neitibu 






native teacher (as a noun in Japanese*1)

39

neitibu no sensei

native teacher (as a noun phrase in Japanese*2)

28

neitibu no sensei gata

native teachers*3

1

neitibu no 






native teacher

3




neitibu no 

native instructor

2



jin
neitibu no 

native instructors

1


neitibu  

native speaker*1

8

no sensei tachi
neitibu  

native speaker teachers*3

3

neitibu  
no 






native speaker teacher

8

no 



neitibu  

native speaker instructor

1







neitibu  

native speaker teacher*1

17

neitibu

native

9

gaikokujin 






foreign teacher*1

4

gaikokujin 




foreign instructor*1

4

neitibu sutaffu

native staff*1

7

eigo ken syusshin no sutaffu

staff member who comes from an Englishspeaking region

3

no sutaffu
neitibu  

native speaker staff

2

eigo neitibu 





English native teacher*1

1

eigo neitibu  

no 






English native speaker teacher

1

eigo no neitibu  
dearu 

 instructor who is a native speaker of English

1

eigo no neitibu  
no sensei

English native-speaking teacher

1

eigo no neitibu  







English native-speaking-teacher

1

eigo o bogo to suru 





teacher who has English as their mother
tongue

1

bogo ga eigo no 






teacher whose mother tongue is English

1

eigo de  


suru sutaffu

staff members offering support in English

1

neitibu no sutaffu

native staff

1

neitibu sensei

native teacher*1

1

no 









neitibu  

native speaker advisor teacher

1



neitibu 

native teacher*1

1

[university name] kara tokubetsuni


shita 






teacher(s) who has (have) been specially invited from [university name]

1
Total 175

*1

The translation here was conducted word for word. In order to show the subtle differences in
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*2

*3

the original Japanese, explanations about the Japanese expressions are provided in parentheses.
For example, the Japanese expressions neitibu 



and neitibu no 




can both be translated as ‘native teacher’. However, the former (neitibu 




) is used as a noun, and the latter
(neitibu no 



) is a noun phrase. Hereafter, *1 indicates that in the original Japanese, the
word(s) is (are) used as (a) noun(s).
Same as above. All terms, except the ones with *1, indicate that in the original Japanese, the
word(s) is (are) used as a noun phrase.
In the Japanese language, we cannot tell from the form of a word whether it is singular or plural. In this case, one Japanese word can indicate a single teacher or a group of teachers. This
is why, in an English translation, the article and morphemes to indicate plurals are excluded.
However, as in the examples marked with *3 above, the inclusion of the morphemes gata or
tachi after sensei clearly indicates plurality.

sion neitibu (native) as a noun or an adjective. The word neitibu is always
written in katakana characters, often used in foreign loanwords ; they stand
out among the other words written in Chinese characters and hiragana, another writing system used for native elements of the Japanese language. A list
of the terms referring to a certain group within the teaching staff, often including neitibu, is shown in Table 1, accompanied by the number of times each was
used.
By revisiting the original .pdf files of university prospectus pages, the contexts of the coded terms for a foreign teacher (in most cases, terms with
‘native’) were studied to identify characteristics attributed to the word(s)
used in describing ELE at Japanese universities. The surrounding description
of each term was carefully read, and key words attached to the terms were
coded. In this analysis, similar expressions with only slight differences in their
wording or writing system were treated as the same code when seeking to understand the concept of each expression.
Table 2 shows the concepts accompanying the terms meaning ‘native
teachers’. These concepts are roughly divided into three types : (1) things
that can be learnt ; (2) programme characteristics ; and (3) ‘native teacher’
― 19 ―
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Contextual concepts accompanying ‘native’ teachers and equivalent terms
Concepts

Frequency

(1) Things that can be learnt
English conversation

28

to improve English

25

to improve English proficiency test scores

21

ability to communicate in English

15

presentation

12

practical English ability

11

command of English

10

the four skills (reading, listening, writing, speaking)

10

communication

9

‘living’ English

9

global perspectives

7

speaking and listening

7

self-expression ability

5

real pronunciation

5

world citizen

4

discussion

3

gaining international perspectives

3

oral communication

3

writing

3

basic English

2

natural English

2

real English

2

speaking

2

foreign language ability necessary to study abroad

1

how to learn English continuously

1

maintain linguistic skills

1

reading

1

theoretical way of thinking

1

useful English

1

(2) Programme characteristics
special programmes

40
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‘English only’

37

easily and casually

27

out-of-class support

26

teach in a fun manner

21

preparation for studying abroad

18

intensive teaching

17

environment like foreign countries

16

small class size

15

private consultation

10

learn English unintentionally without [formally or intentionally] trying to learn

9

human contact

8

advice

6

learn something ‘IN’ English

6

international exchanges

5

tailored to needs

5

studying at various levels depending on proficiency

4

community

3

fulfilling learning experience

2

different from high school

1

giving necessary input

1

preparation for job interviews

1

(3) ‘Native teacher’ attributes
both ‘native teachers’ and international students

15

‘native teachers’ and Japanese teachers

7

a kind of icon

13

teach ‘local’ cultures

7

representative of a culture

6

aspiration for English

4

interest in English language

1

from English-speaking countries

6

as a model / goal

4

qualified

2

abundant individuality

1

English easy to understand

1
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attributes.
In (1) things that can be learnt, 29 concepts were found. More than half
can be interpreted as indicating ‘spoken English’. By considering the concepts
and intentions behind them, we can infer that almost all imply some intention
to foster ‘spoken’ English ability.
Multiple Japanese wordings are used for which the underlying concepts are
difficult to understand and, therefore, to translate into another language : for
example, ‘“living” English’, ‘natural English’, ‘useful English’, and ‘real
English’. It is difficult to define ‘living’ or ‘natural’ English. These often appear in policy documents by MEXT and can be interpreted as intended to
mean spoken English. Each seems to mean the opposite to what is taught in
traditional ELE as discussed in Seargeant (2009), which has often been considered ‘impractical’ because it is not natural, useful, or real, and cannot help
students become fluent English speakers.
Most descriptions attached to terms for ‘native teachers’ and equivalents referred to (2) programme characteristics for those led by ‘native teacher(s)’.
Five often-found concepts are as follows (the numbers in parentheses indicate
frequency): ‘special programmes’ (40), ‘English only’ (37), ‘easily and casually’
(27), ‘out-of-class support’ (26), and ‘teach in a fun manner’ (21). Identified
descriptions relating to (3) ‘native teacher’ attributes included ‘both
“native teachers” and international students’ (15), ‘“native teachers” and
Japanese teachers’ (7), and ‘a kind of icon’ (13).

Analysis and Discussion
Prevailing Ideas on the 





All of the analysed universities used terms highlighting a certain group of their
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teaching staff : mostly, ‘foreign’ teachers. All but two universities used a term
containing ‘native’ at least once. The noun, neitibu 




meaning ‘native
teacher’, was used most frequently, although this phrase does not make sense
in either English or Japanese. It is used similarly as neitibu



(native

speaker), but the phrase neitibu 




is ambiguous, considering that the definition of neitibu is ‘indigenous people’ (author’s translation) (Digital Daijisen,
n.d.).
Despite many scholars having highlighted the ambiguous definition of
‘native speaker’ (e.g. Paikeday, 1985 ; Medgyes, 1994 ; Cook, 1999), there is
an implicit common understanding of what ‘native’ means for the readers of
these prospectuses, their guardians, and in Japanese society. This might be a
chicken-and-egg debate : university prospectuses may contribute to creating
this common understanding or may simply reflect an existing understanding
among university and high school students. In either case, university prospectuses arguably function to instil or reinforce the idea that ‘natives’ are
Caucasians, who speak English as their mother tongue, as discussed in Oda
(2012).
Terms for another group, ‘Japanese teacher (of English)’, were also found.
However, these were used in only a few cases (totalling seven). Other terms
indicating a particular group are mostly general words, such as ‘teacher(s)’ or
‘teaching staff’. The term ‘Japanese teacher (of English)’ was always used in
contrast to ‘native teacher’, seemingly suggesting that the two are different or
belong to different groups. By separating ‘native’ teachers from other faculty
members, the message is conveyed that the university has different types of
teachers, and students can benefit from new ELE using ‘native teachers’,
which differs from traditional teaching by ‘Japanese teachers’. This message
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will reach prospectus readers and, eventually, the society to which they belong.

Introducing ‘English Conversation’ Taught by ‘Native’ Teachers as a
Panacea
In the characteristics attributed to ‘native teachers’ in descriptions of ELE at
Japanese universities, ‘English conversation’ or skills considered similar to
spoken English are emphasized. This reflects the popular demand in Japanese
society for practising English conversation in ELE. High school students /
graduates unquestioningly believe that this practice is the ideal way to improve their foreign language ability. Many Japanese, including policy-makers,
still believe that English education has been lacking in ‘oral English’ (‘oral
communication skills in English’) in the globalization era, and that speaking
skills should be improved at the expense of learning grammar (Torikai, 2006,
pp. 148
152). This belief persists despite public ELE shifting from the grammar-translation method to fostering oral communication skills over recent decades, since the introduction of ‘oral communication’ in the ministry’s
curriculum guidelines from 1989 (Torikai, 2006 ; Abe, 2017). Being challenged to recruit more students, universities show what they provide for their
English education, not only to the applicants themselves and people directly
involved, but also to the general public. The misguided perception of ELE
among the Japanese was likely at least partly created by mass media, including
national newspapers, which fail to correctly recognize the current situation
(Torikai, 2006). University prospectuses are either mirroring these public
opinions, so as to profit from them, or are themselves forging ideas on the
most effective English language learning ; perhaps both.
― 24 ―
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In addition, associating conversation skills with ‘native teachers’ might
cause false perceptions about teacher qualifications. By assuming that ‘English
conversation’ should be taught by ‘native teachers’, or that what ‘native
teachers’ can teach is ‘English conversation’, this perception might diminish
the standing of teachers who are effective and competent in teaching other
skills.

Stereotypical Ideas of Lessons by ‘Native Teachers’
The concept category ‘programme characteristics’ provides some ideas about
the nature of courses / lessons involving ‘native teachers’. University prospectuses often boast that their course(s) taught by ‘native teachers’ have an
‘English-only’ policy, the implication being that this is especially conducive to
improving students’ English. Here, we can observe the fallacies − the native
speaker fallacy and monolingual fallacy − proposed by Phillipson (1992).
Even though the effectiveness of using the learners’ first language in certain
situations is supported (e.g. Auerbach, 1993 ; Nation, 2003 ; Nazary, 2008),
and is even understood by ‘native teachers’ themselves, ‘native teachers’ must
confine themselves to exclusively using English.
Another characteristic of programmes taught by ‘native teachers’ is their informality : they are taught ‘in a fun manner’ with ‘out-of-class support’, and
students participate in the programme ‘easily and casually’. It is also implied
that students can ‘learn English without [formally or intentionally] trying to
learn’ through placement in an ‘environment like foreign countries’ with ‘small
class sizes’. Given the relatively great distance between English and Japanese
(Kadota, 2015b), ELE practice should be based on research findings on language processing and memory for effective learning. Without considering the
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mechanisms of foreign language learning, supported by research findings,
many universities are reproducing the discourses created by commercial
English conversation schools, using the same tired 




in advertising. This
practice masks two key deficiencies in Japanese English education : enough
input from the target language to enable automatic processing (Kadota, 2015a)
and sufficient study time (Torikai, 2006).

‘Native Teachers’ as a Collective Entity
Another key finding is that the term for ‘native teachers’ is used in parallel
with the term ‘international students’, and in contrast to the term ‘Japanese
teachers’. For example (each phrase below is the author’s own translation):

(1) In the foreign language communication room located on each campus,
students can communicate with ‘native teachers’ and international students easily and casually.

Here, ‘native teachers’ and international students are treated in parallel : both
are accessible via the university’s communication room. By contrast :

(2) We have both Japanese teachers and ‘native teachers’. The aim of the
general ELE curriculum is to equip each student with a good command of
practical English through practical learning intended to improve TOEIC
scores and courses intended to impart the ability to communicate in
English.

(3) From the first year at university, lectures, such as ‘British culture
― 26 ―
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and literature’, ‘American culture and literature’, ‘Comparative culture
and literature’, ‘Language’, and ‘Communication’ are being offered by professors, including ‘native speakers’.

Within a group of teachers or faculty members, Japanese teachers (in the majority) and ‘native teachers’ are evidently treated differently, as if they belong
to a qualitatively different type of teacher. Thus, teachers are categorized not
by their expertise or the courses they lead, for example, but on ‘nativeness’ in
the target language, or how they fit the criteria for ‘native teachers’ set in
Japanese society. ‘Native teachers’ are treated and referred to as a collective
entity, regardless of individual skills and talents. Sometimes they are part of
the faculty while, at other times, they stand out. ‘Native teachers’ may enjoy
an advantage in the hiring process, but it seems that, in many cases, they are
hired not primarily as members of the faculty but instead to attract prospective
students.
This might be related to another identified concept : ‘a kind of icon’. Ten of
the 13 cases categorized as ‘a kind of icon’ used the term ‘native speaker’
alone or as part of a phrase. For example :

(4) We try to create ideal learning environments so that students can improve their English effortlessly, by staffing many ‘native speaker’ teachers.

(5) At [name] Lounge, users are asked to carry a stamp card, and the
‘native speaker’ validates your stamp card at every visit.
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(6) [the aim of one of the courses is] − to get used to ‘native speaker
teachers’ (author’s literal translation)

These all imply that being a ‘native speaker’ is an important element in being
hired to teach at these universities. In these organizations, as well as throughout Japan, there seems to be a pervasive belief in the existence of a group of
‘native speakers’, which potentially results in its purported members being dehumanized. Why do people who validate a student’s stamp card, which works
to confirm attendance, need to be ‘native speakers’, as in example (5)? Is
being a ‘native speaker’ more important than being a teacher ? What is implied
by using the term ‘native’ instead of ‘teacher’ or ‘staff member’ ? For students
or high school graduate applicants, the lounge in example (5) could be imagined as a type of theme park, where they can enjoy the longed-for contact with
‘native teachers’.

The following is another example of dehumanization :

(7) In the English 


staff members who come from an Englishspeaking region are on duty at all times. Communication should be in
English. By communicating with international students and staff members, students can improve their English.

The implication is that students visit this English 


to improve their
English, not because they are interested in communicating with the people.
They use English to improve their skills, even when using Japanese or other
languages may be more effective to facilitate communication. In this sense, in― 28 ―
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terlocutors are not human beings in whom another interlocutor is interested
but solely a provider of target language learning.

Conclusion
This study’s overarching purpose was to explore the impact of ‘native speakerism’ on higher education ELT in Japan. Content analysis of university prospectuses identified that in ‘international studies’, ‘English language’, and
equivalent departments or schools, special courses or programmes to teach
‘spoken English’ or ‘English conversation’ emphasize the use of ‘native
English speakers’. Despite ambiguous definitions of ‘native English speaker’,
there seems to be a common understanding of who neitibu refers to in Japan
and the natural benefits of their presence to the language aspirations of university applicants and students.
Focusing too much on introducing ‘English conversation’ taught by ‘native’
teachers into tertiary ELE and luring learners with appealing words might
have some societal impacts. Speaking skills cannot be learnt automatically
without study and preparation, as implied in the prospectus descriptions.
Merely being surrounded by ‘native speakers’ does not of its own accord make
learning happen. Exposing learners to attractive and misleading phrases may
cause them to underestimate the required serious and tedious practice considered necessary for effectively learning a foreign language, according to cognitive science and psychology research. Students without a sound foundation in,
for example, grammar, vocabulary to build upon, and reading skills, and who
eschew fundamentals and their practice, may even lose academic skills.
The ways ‘native teachers’ are treated may additionally influence students’
perceptions about English, foreign language learning, and interpersonal com― 29 ―
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munication. Repeated emphasis on ‘native speakers’ as the ultimate authority
might lead students to believe that speaking like a ‘native’ is the only goal of
learning English. However, this is an impossible objective, given the working
definition of ‘native speaker’ in Japanese society, and is unnecessary for learning English as a lingua franca. In addition, students (and society) may be led
to believe that the English spoken in ‘Inner Circle’ (Kachru, 1992) countries
is correct, whereas other varieties of English should be denigrated. Such
warped perceptions may hinder learning, in particular by convincing students
to never be satisfied with their achievements, pursuing so-called ‘native-like’
English proficiency.
By repeatedly propounding that language learners will only improve by
speaking to ‘native English speakers’ only in English, or that ‘native teachers’
are always accessible to students who wish to practice, students might develop
incorrect perceptions about language learning and interpersonal communication. At Japanese tourist destinations and other places, including schools, people attempting to talk to foreigners solely to practise English are an all-toocommon sight. Even when the interlocutor is fluent in a language other than
English or in Japanese, some people insist on using English. Humans are not
trial horses, intended to be used for language practice. The way that ‘native
teachers’ are depicted in university prospectuses might reinforce this distorted perception. One purpose of foreign language education is to develop a
sense of fairness about languages, people, and the world, meeting standards of
human decency and dignity. The purposes of learning English and required
credentials of teachers should be clearly defined. Accordingly, teacher recruitment and deployment must be conducted in accordance with genuine and attested educational philosophy, rather than solely concentrating on ‘native
― 30 ―
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speaking’. Finally, in their marketing and advertising, universities must avoid
using ‘native teachers’ to lure customers.
Notes
1) ALTs are mostly not qualified / certified teachers, but ‘teacher’ is the word
used in The Japan Times.
2) In Japan, the population of men and women in the 18-year-old bracket has been
declining since 1993 (MEXT 2017 : http : // www.mext.go.jp / b_menu / shingi /
chukyo / chukyo4 / gijiroku / __icsFiles / afieldfile / 2017 / 04 / 13 / 1384455_02_1.pdf
Last Accessed 6 May, 2018).
Since many students attend universities or junior colleges directly after high
school graduation, mostly at the age of 18, this sharp, steady decline of the 18year-old population is a serious concern for Japanese universities.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Coding Criteria for Nodes : ‘Description of English language
education’ or ‘Terms used to indicate “foreign teachers”’
Description of English language education


Explanations of the English language education / course(s) / programme(s) /
lesson(s) were coded in this category.



Even if the main purpose was to describe a department’s general education
goals, mention of the goal(s) / purpose(s) / content(s) of English language education was coded here.



Graduate comments that mentioned the English language education / course /
programme / lesson were coded in this category.



Explanations and descriptions of study abroad programmes were excluded.



Alumni comments about study abroad experiences were excluded from the data.



Descriptions of teacher training courses were excluded.

Terms used to indicate ‘foreign teacher(s)’


Terms to indicate a certain group of people, such as teachers or staff members,
were coded under this category, but terms to indicate general teaching staff
were not. For example, the term ‘the native speaker teacher’ was coded, but
‘our faculty member’ was not coded here.



Terms used in the description of English language education were coded, but
those used in other parts that were not directly related to English language education were not. It might be possible that expressions used in the descriptions
of Spanish language education (for example, those laid out next to the English
language education section) in the same prospectus could have played an important role in imparting certain knowledge or meaning to readers ; however, they
were not coded in this project because of the complexity this task would have
brought to the project (considering its scale) and the high possibility of its results being irrelevant.



In cases where the term ‘native speaker’ (or its equivalent) was used to indicate
anything but a teaching staff member in the English language education descrip― 37 ―
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tion, it was coded under this category in order to facilitate the study of the attributes allocated to it.

Appendix 2. Terms Used to Mean a Certain Group of People
UniSchool Depart- Terms
versity Faculty ment
Japanese
*1

*2

1

0

1

1

1

1

2

3

used

in

Romanized
words

Japanese

*3

1

1

1

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 






native teacher (as a
noun in Japanese *4)

1

外国人教員

gaikokujin 





foreign teacher*4

3

ネイティブ・スピー
カーの教員

neitibu  

no 



 native speaker teacher
(as a noun phrase in
Japanese*5)

1

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

native teacher

3

ネイティブ

neitibu

native*4

1

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 






native teacher*4

1

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

native teacher

2

ネイティブ先生

neitibu sensei

native teacher*4

1

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 






native teacher*4

9

teacher(s) who has
(have) been specially
invited from [university name]

1

英語を母語とする教
員

eigo o bogo to suru 



 teacher
who
has
English as their mother
tongue

1

ネイティブスピーカー
の教員

neitibu  

no 



 native speaker teacher

3

ネイティブスピーカー

neitibu  



native speaker*4

1

ネイティブスピーカー
教員

neitibu  







native speaker teacher*4

1

[大学名] から特別 [university name] kara
に招聘した教員
tokubetsuni 

shita





2

Literal translation into FreEnglish
quency

0

3

1

1

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 






native teacher*4

1

4

1

1

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 






native teacher*4

1

英語でサポートする
スタッフ

eigo de
sutaffu

staff members offering
support in English

1

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

native teacher

1

ネイティブ・スピー
カーの先生

neitibu  

no sensei

native speaker teacher

2

ネイティブ・スピー
カー

neitibu  



native speaker*4

1

5

0
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5

6

1

1

0

英語ネイティブ・ス
ピーカーの教員

eigo neitibu 




 no


English native speaker
teacher

1

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 

native teacher*4

1

ネイティブ・スピー
カーの先生

neitibu 




no sensei


native speaker teacher

1

ネイティブ

neitibu

native*4

1

ネイティブの講師

neitibu no 



native instructor

1

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 

native teacher*4

1

6

1

1＋2

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

native teacher

2

7

1

1

ネイティブの講師陣

neitibu no 

 jin

native instructors

1

英語のネイティブス
ピーカーである講師

eigo no neitibu 




 instructor who is a na
de aru 

tive speaker of English

ネイティブスタッフ

neitibu staffu

native staff*4

3

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 

native teacher*4

3

ネイティブの教員

neitibu no 

native teacher

1

ネイティブのスタッ
フ

neitibu no staffu

native staff

1

8

0

1

8

1

1

ネイティブ

neitibu

native*4

1

9

1

1

ネイティブスピーカー
の先生

neitibu 




no sensei


native speaker teacher

1

ネイティブスピーカー
のアドバイザー教員

neitibu











native speaker advisor
teacher

1

ネイティブスピーカー
の教員

neitibu 




no 


native speaker teacher

1

no

9

1

2

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

native teacher

1

10

1

1

外国人教員

gaikokujin 

foreign teacher*4

1

ネイティブ

neitibu

native*4

1

ネイティブスタッフ

neitibu sutaffu

native staff*4

2

11

0

ネイティブの先生方

neitibu no sensei gata

native teachers

1

11

1

1

ネイティブスピーカー

neitibu 







native speaker*4

1

12

1

1

ネイティブティーチャー neitibu 





native teacher*4

1

13

14

1

1

1

1

ネイティブ・スピー
カーの教員

neitibu 




no 


native speaker teacher

1

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 

native teacher*4

3

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

native teacher

1

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 

native

外国人教員

gaikokujin 

foreign-teacher

1

ネイティブ

neitibu

native*4

1
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16

17
18

1

1

1

1

1

1
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母語が英語の教員

bogo ga eigo no 






teacher whose mother
tongue is English

1

英語のネイティブ・
スピーカーの先生

eigo no neitibu  
 English
nativeno sensei
speaking teacher

1

ネイティブスピーカー

neitibu  



native speaker*4

1

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

native teacher

3

ネイティブスピーカー
教員

neitibu  







native speaker teacher*4

4

ネイティブ

neitibu

native*4

1

ネイティブスピーカー
の先生

neitibu  

no sensei

native speaker teacher

1

英語のネイティブス
ピーカー教員

eigo no neitibu  
 English
native




speaking teacher

1

ネイティブスピーカー
の教員

neitibu  

no 



 native speaker teacher

1

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

1

ネイティブスピーカー

neitibu  



ネイティブスピーカー
のスタッフ

neitibu
sutaffu

ネイティブスピーカー
の先生




native teacher
native

speaker*4

4

native speaker staff

2

neitibu  

no sensei

native speaker teacher

1

no

18

1

1

ネイティブスピーカー
教員

neitibu  







native speaker teacher*4

2

19

1

1

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

native teacher

2

ネイティブ

neitibu

native*4

1

20

1

1

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 






native teacher*4

2

20

2

1

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 






native teacher*4

1

ネイティブスピーカー

neitibu  



native speaker*4

1

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

native teacher

3

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 






native teacher*4

1

ネイティブスピーカー

neitibu  



native speaker*4

1

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

native teacher

1

20

2

2

21

1

1

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

native teacher

1

22

1

1

ネイティブ

neitibu

native*4

2

ネイティブスピーカー
教員

neitibu  







native speaker teacher*4

2

ネイティブスピーカー
の先生たち

neitibu  

no sensei
tachi

native speaker teachers

3

ネイティブスピーカー

neitibu  



native speaker*4

1
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23

23

0

1

1

英語圏出身のスタッ
フ

eigo ken syusshin no
sutaffu

staff member who
comes from an Englishspeaking region

3

ネイティブスタッフ

neitibu staffu

native staff*4

2

ネイティブの教員

neitibu no 






native teacher

1

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 






native teacher*4

1

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

native teacher

1

24

1

1

ネイティブスピーカー

neitibu  



native speaker*4

1

25

1

1

英語ネイティブ教員

eigo neitibu 






English native teacher*4

1

teacher*4

1

外国人教員

gaikokujin 





foreign

26

1

1

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

native teacher

2

26

2

1

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

native teacher

2

ネイティブスピーカー
教員

neitibu  







native speaker teacher*4

6

ネイティブスピーカー

neitibu  



native speaker*4

5

ネイティブスピーカー
の先生

neitibu  

no sensei

native speaker teacher

1

ネイティブの講師

neitibu no 




native instructor

1

27

1

1

ネイティブ・スピー
カー教員

neitibu  







native speaker teacher*4

1

28

1

1

ネイティブスピーカー

neitibu  



native speaker*4

5

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 






native teacher*4

5

ネイティブスピーカー
の先生

neitibu  

no sensei

native speaker teacher

1

foreign instructor*4

1

29

1

1

外国人講師

gaikokujin 



30

1

1

ネイティブスピーカー
の講師

neitibu  




 native speaker instructor

1

31

1

1

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 






native teacher*4

1

32

0

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 






native teacher*4

1

32

1

ネイティブの教員

neitibu no 






native teacher

1

ネイティブ・スピー
カー教員

neitibu  







native speaker

foreign teacher*4

1

teacher*4

33

0

33

1

1＋2

外国人教員

gaikokujin 





33

2

1

ネイティブ・スピー
カーの教員

neitibu  

no 



 native speaker teacher

1

34

1

1

ネイティブ教員

neitibu 






native teacher*4

4

ネイティブの先生

neitibu no sensei

native teacher
TOTAL
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*1

*2

*3

*4

*5

第11号

Figures in the leftmost column indicate the order of universities in the data set that used the
term(s) to indicate a certain group of people in descriptions of their teaching staff member(s)
in the English language education description.
Figures in the second column from the left indicate the school or faculty. The number ‘0’ indicates that the term(s) was (were) found in the .pdf file with only the name of the university.
Figures in the third column from the left indicate the department(s). ‘1＋2’ indicates that the
.pdf file contains two departments from the school / faculty.
The translation here was conducted word for word. In order to show the subtle differences in
the original Japanese, explanations about the Japanese expressions are provided in parentheses. For example, the Japanese expressions neitibu 




and neitibu no 




can both be
translated as ‘native teacher’. However, the former (neitibu 




) is used as a noun, and the
latter (neitibu no 




) is a noun phrase. Hereafter, *4 indicates that in the original Japanese,
the word(s) is (are) used as (a) noun(s).
Same as above. All the terms, except the ones with *4, indicate that in the original Japanese,
the word(s) is (are) used as a noun phrase.
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